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TEE USE OF AREA SUCTION EOR TBE rrmRpoSE OF DEIWYING SEPAR&I!ZON 

0F m mow AT m3 IEADING EDCE 0F A 63p SwEpT-mm WING - 

EFFECTS OFCONTROLCZNG T!KE CRORDWISEDIST!RIBU!IION 

OF SUC!lTON-AIR VELOCITIES 

By Woodrow L. Cook and Mark W. Kelly 

Au investigation was conducted to determine the effectiveness of 
area suction when used to prevent air-flow separation at the leading . 
edge of a 63O swept-back wing. Initial results of this investigation 
.have been reported prev3ousl.y in NACA RM A50RO9, 19%. The present 
report presents the results of tests made with the chordwise distribu- 
tion of the suction-air velocfties controlled to give lower total-flow 
quantity requirements. The main part of the iuvestigation dealt with 
the delay effected in air-flow separation and the iqprovements made on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing with area suction desigued 
for a lift coefficient of 0.77. Changes in lift, drag, and pitching 
mment were correlated with presstie distiibution and flow studies. 

The effectiveness of area suction with the suction-air velocities 
controlled to be equal at all chordwise poiuts was verified by the 
iqrovements made in the aerodynamic chszacteristfcs of the wiug. WLth 
a flow coefficient of 0.0034, large improvements were made in drag and 
pitching-moment characteristics from a lift coefficient of 0.25 to a 
lift coeffic%ent of about 0.80. !l?he flow coefficients reqtied Fn this 
investigation for. a gfven increment-of lift with no afr-flow separation 
were about 0.4 of those requfred in the previous investigatfon. The 
m-ln-imum values of flow coefficient required were about 10 times the 
theoretical value. The chordtise extents of area suction required at 
the outboard section were in good agreement with the estimated values. 
However, it was found that the values of chordtise extent estimated at 
the tiboard sections were considerably larger than reqwlred in‘the 
investigation. This was believed to be due to the uatursl spaawfse 
boundary-layer flow existing on the three -dinERsional welg. 

. 
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-- 

A previous investigation (reference 1) has shown that area suction 
was effective in delayLng the occurrence of air-flow separation at the 
leading edge of a 63O swept-back wing. The results of that investiga- 
tion indicated that the chordtise and spanwise extents of area suction 
required to prevent sepsration for a given lift coefficient were in ,. 
good agreement with the values estimated by the method detived in _ a; 
reference 1. However, the quantity of flow required to prevent separa- - 
tion was much greater than the value predicted by the two&Lmensional 
theory of reference 2. --- -;= 

Since the most desirable feature of area suction as a method of 
boundary-layer control at high lift coefficients fs the extremely low 
flow quantity requzreme nts indicated by theory, an analysis was made 
to determine possible reasons for the large difference (approximately 
25 times) between tie theoretic-al and experimental values of flow coef- 
ficient. One reason, suggested in reference 1, was evident upon deter- 
minatfon of the chordwise distribution'of suction-air velocities. It 
waslfound that, due to having a porous surface of constant porosity at 
all ehordwise points, the value of the suctfon-air velocity increased 
continually from a minimum value near the leading edge to a maxfmum 
value at the rearmost chordwise edge of the porous area. This condition 
did not satisfy the assumption made in reference 2 where the suction- 
air velocities were assumed to be constant at all chordese points. 
From the analysis, it was concluded that the flow coefficient could be 
reduced by approximately 60 percent or to about 10 times the theoretical 
value ti the chordwise distrfbution of suction-air velocities were 
controlled to be constant, as assumed in the theory. 
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The investigation was continued.on the 63O swept-back wing in an 
effort to reduce the flow quantity requirements tithout jeopardizing 
the effectiveness of area suction in preventing leading-edge air-flow 
separation. In an effort to compensate for the external pressure 
variation so as to obtain equal suction-air velocities at all chord- 
wise points, the thickness of the porous material at a given section 
was varied from a minimum thickness at the leading edge to a maximum 
thickness at the rearmost point of the porous open-. me thickness 
variation of the porous material was designed for a wing lfft coeffi- 
cient of 0.7‘7 at a Reynolds number of.5.2 x 10s. For this thickness 
variation, the suction-air velocities were assumed to be 10 times the 
theoretical value, since at the leading edge the suction-air velocities 
required in the previous invest%gation were approxtitely 10 times the 
value est3mated by theory. The pressure distributions for unseparated 
flow at a design wing lift coefficient of 0.77 were obtained by extra- 
polating the pressure distributions att&.ned with srefi.suction in the 
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investigation of reference 1. In addition to the tests concerned with 
reducing of flow quantity requirements, brief studies were made of 
(1) the chordwise extent of porous area for lower design lift coeffi- 
cients (to further verify the reasoning used in reference I for estima- 
ting the extent of porous area), (2) the possibility of usTng the 
naturalboundary-laps drainof thehighlysweptwfngtoreduce the 
amount of boundary-layer air to be remmed by suction, and (3) the 
effect of boundary-layer control when used with a deflected trailing- 
edge flap. 

The invest%gation was conducted in the Ames kO- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel. The results of the tests are presented in this repmt. 

NO!I!ATION 

The data axe presented in the fmm of s tandmd WA coefficfents 
andsyrdbolswhichare definedas follows: 

b wing span, feet 

C chord, measured parallel to the plane of sYmmetW* feet 

cn chord, measured normal to the lead- edge, feet 

E meanaerodynamic chord , feet 

(s 
1 c 

c2 section Mft coefficient 
C 

Pdx COB a - $ 
s 

t 
Pdz sin a 

0 0 
> 

CD drag coefficient GES 
( > ¶d 

CL lift coefficient lwt 
( > Qos 
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cm pitching-moment coefficient computed -about the quarter-chord 

point of the mean aerodynamic chord pitch- moment 
CLOSE > 

cQ flow coefficient -L 
( > UOS 

1 . length ofporousmatkrial,measuredalong surface normalto 
leading edge, inches 

PO free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot 

P2 local statfc pressure, pounds per square foot 

P airfoil pressure coefficient 
(Plqo po) 

s, Me-stream dyaamic presszlre, pounds per square foot 

r 

Q volume of air rmed tbrm porous surface, c&i-c feet per 
second.based on standard density 

R Reynolds number 

S wing area, square feet 

t airfoil thictiess, feet, or thickness of porous material, inches 

U localvelocityparallelto surface and insfdeboundarylayer, 
feet per second 

U localvelocitypatxllelto surface at outer edge of boundary 
layer, feet per second -.- 

h rsadnum local velocfty, feet per second 

VO free-stream air velocity, feet per second 

VO suction-air velocity normal to surface; feet per second 
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x chordwise coordinate parallel to plane of symmeWy, feet 

Y spanwisecoordinateperpendiculartoplaue of syrmnefzy, feet 

2 ordinate ofairfoilsurface normalto chordMneand@xmdary- 
layer coordinate normal to the surface, feet 

a angle of attack, degrees 

& pressure drop across porous material, poundspersquarefoot 

V ktiematic coefficient of vfscosfty, square feet per second 

. 
The details of themodelandits installationare shown infig- 

ures 1, 2, and 3. The same wing was used in the investigation presented 
inreferencel, Thefuselagehada maximum dianmeter of 3.68 feet &icCh 
is about 0.91 of the diameter of the fuselage used in the imestfgation 

- . I of reference 1. 

The inboard 60-percent span of the wing was equipped tith a 
trailing-edge split flap. The flaps were 20 percent of the chord 
m&r&l to the leading edge and were deflected downward 450 measured 
inaplanenozmaltothehingeline. 

. 

Iheleading-edgeportion ofthewingwas constructedof continuous 
metal-mesh sheet extend- from 5 percent of the streamwise chord on 
the lower surface of the wing to 20 percent of the stmarmLse chord on 
the upper surface. IIhe mesh sheet, t;he same as that described in 
reference 1, was 0.01 inch thick, had 1600 holes per square inch, and 
had lg-percent open area. The surfacewas notcoveredwitiaircmft 
linen as in the previous investigation. Instead, the surface was 
backedwithaparous, whitewool,hardfeltms;terial~M~hwasheld 
firmly in place against the mesh surface by a screen of large mesh 
supportedbyleafsprings, The wool felt had a weight of approxfmately 
4 pounds per square yard for material. of l/2-fnch thickness. The 
porousmaterialvarledin thickness chordtise,as &own infigure 4, 
fromaminimumthiclmess (l/s inch) at the leadingedgeto amaximum 
thickness at the aft edge of the porous opening, 'Ibe variations of 
thickness were dependent on the external surface pressure v-arlatfon at 
the particular spantise section, 'Iheoretfcally, the thiclmess varfa- 
tion would be constantly changing spanwise as well as chordwise due to 
the spamiseloadchange. For easier construction and instsllation, 
the spantis& changewas accmplishedin&xstepsas showntifigure 4. 
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The change from one .section to'the next was not large and the thidess 
at any point was not more than 15 percent from the theoretically cor- 
rect value at the point. A co@romlse on the thickness variation was 
necessary at the outboard 15 percent of the span as the construction 
of the leading edge would not allow as large a variation of thickness 
as shown in figure 4. Therefore, a linear variation of wool felt 
thickness was used, as shown in the figure. 

ir 
Calibration tests were made of the flow resistance characteristics 

of the porous material. The wool felt and the metal mesh were tested 
together, with no flow tangential to the surface. The calibration 
curves for different thicknesses of the porous material are shown in 
figure 5. The curves are linear in the lower range of velocities. 
The pressure differential required to induce a given suction-air veloc- 
ity shows a nearly linear variation with the thickness of the mater-. 
Some inconsistency in samples of the same thickness was noted as shown 
for two samples of l/8-inch-thick wool felt by curves (a) and (b), 
figure 5. All other check calibrations of felts of the same thickness 
showed better agreement. 

The suction systemwas the S~JIE as described in reference 1. How- 

-- 

. . . 

ever, more accuratx control of the spanwise variation of duct pressures 
to meet the requir-nts --of the spanwise load change was attained witi 
a new valve system. The flow coefficietit, dtict pressures, and wing-. 
surface pressures were measured in the same manner as in the investfga- 
tion of reference 1, Table I shows the location of rows of pressure 
orifices on the wer and lower surftie parallel to the plane of 
SW-try. 

!t!ESTS 

Force and pressure-distribution measurements and some tuft studies 
were made on the basic wing and the wing with suction through an angle- 
of-attack range at zero sideslip. The data were obtained at a Reynolds 
nu&er of 5.2 x IO6 based on a mean aerodynamic chord of 8.64 feet. 
The basic-wing tests were obtained with the porouS surface sealed by 
covering with a nonporous cellulose tape. . 

-- 
The tests with suction were made with area suction applied to 

the entire span of the wing. The porous surface thickness distribution 
used in all the tests was desfgned for optLmum performanc e at a wing lift 
coefficient af 0.77. 

The chordwise extents of srea suction required for various lift 
coefficients were,calculated by the method discussed in reference 1. 
For the determination of these extents the chordwise velocity 

._ 

. 
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distributions presented for m&rate angles of attack In reference 1 
were extrapolated to higher lift coeff-lcients. Figure 6 shows cahu- 

*latea chordwise extents required for several stations along the span 
as a function of lift coefficient. 

For the investigation of the wing designed for a lift coefficient 
of 0.77, the chordwise extent of area suction varfed from 1.4 percent 
of the streamwise chord at 30-percent span to 6.2 percent of the 
stieamwise chord at w-percent span (conffguratlon A). The values for 
this configuration are tabulated for five spanwise sections in figure 3. 
Tests were also & tith chordwise extent of area suction required 
for wing lift coefficients of 0.68 and 0.59 (configurations B and C), 
A test was made with the chordwise extent of area suction of configura- 
tion C reduced over the inboard stations (configuration D). The dis- 
tribution of chordwise extent of area suction for the three configura- 
tions B, C, and D are also shown in the table in figure 3. A test was 
made withconfigurationAandapartial-span, trailing-edge split fLap. 

coRREcmoNs 

Standard tunnel-wall corrections for a straight wing of the same 
area and span as the swept-back w3ng have been applied to angle-of- 
attack and drag-coefficient data. This procedure was followed since 
a brief approxfmate analysis intlicated that tunnel-wall corrections 
were approximately the same for straight and swept wings of the size 
under consideration. The follawfng increments were added: 

fkL= 0.48 CL 

ACD = 0.0084 cL2 

The corrections for interference of the struts were not tiown; however, 
these corrections were believed not to be of suffictent msgnitude to 
significantly affect the results. All flow coefficients were corrected 
to standard sea-level teqerature conditions. The thrust of the 
exhaust air was measured at an angle of attack of O". It was found 
that the thrust was not of large enough magnitude to effect the drag 
results. 
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RESULTS ARD DISCUSSION 

Basic Wing 
. 

The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics (fig. 7) are 
essentially the same as the results shown in reference 1 for the basic 
wing with a fuselage of slightly larger diameter. The severe increases 
in the rate of drag rise, the large movements of the aerodynamic center 
indicated by the pitching moment, and the causes of these changes are 
discussed in detau in reference-l. 

Wing Designed for a Lift Coefficient of 
and a Flow Coefficient of O.OC30 

0.77 

Force data.- The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics 
for the basic wing and for configuration A, designed for a lift coeffi- * 
cient of 0.77 at a flow coefficient of 0.0030 (about 10 times theory), . 
areahowninfigure8. The large increases in the rate of drag rise -. 
and large movements of the aerodynamic center indicated by the pitching ----- 
moment were delayed from a lift coefficient of 0.25 for the basic wing I 
to a lift coefficient of about 0.80 for configuration A. A total flow 
coefficient of 0.0034 was required at a lift coefficient of 0.77 
(cc=l7.4o). The duct pressure coefficients at the four spanwise sections 
for this f1ow coefficient were as follows: .. 

.--- 

-. 
Spanwise station o&b/2 o&b/2 0.7Tb/2 0,9Ob/2 

Ductpressure 
coefficient -20.0 -23.0 -27.5 72i.o 

:.- .'-'- .-77 ..- .- ._ - T‘ .__L 
At slightly lower flow coefficients and duct pressures, the increased 
rate of drag rise and large.movements of the aerodynamic center occurred 
at lift coefficients 1ess"than 0.m.. - -- -. 

The drag coefficient, at a lift coefficient of 0.80 with area 
suction applied at a flow coefficient of 0.0034, is approximately 
66 percent less than the drag coefficient of the basic wing. The 
pitching-moment variation indicates a gradual forward movement of the 
aerodyna&c center starting-at about a wing lift coefficient of 0.55 . . 
which is followed by a lerge movement forward above a lift coefficient . . . 
of approximately0.80. 

Pressure data and flow studies.- The cause of variations in drag 
and pitching moment shown by the force data for this wing can be 

. 
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deduced from the changes shown by the pressure distributions and+uft 
studies. The relatlve3.y sm8XL changes in the longituafnal chsxacter- 
istics that occur between 8 lift coefficient of 0.55 and 0.80 are 
believed to be due to sepsratfon of air flow from the Wling edge, 
thereas the abrupt, Large &sages occurring at lift coefficfents above 
0.80 &re the result of air-flow separation at the lea- edge. The 
section pressure distributions (fig, 9) indicate th8-t above an engle 
of attack of l2.3O (CL = 0.55) the ch8nges th8t occurred in the pres- 
sure distributions st the outboerd sections are tgP&ml of the changes 
assoctited with traildng-edge sep8ratfon; the variation of pressure 
coefficient with angle of at-tack for several chordwise points at the 
w-percent sp8nwise section (fig. 10) emphasizes these ch8nges. The 
pressure coefficients near the tr8iling edge show a sudden decrease in 
pressure above an angle of attack of l2.3O. At the same angle of 
attack an increase in pressure occurs in the vfcinity of the midchord. 
The flow studies (fig.11) showanarea.ofroughflowwhich starts 8t 
the outboard -traKLing edge of the wing and increases in size until at 

-. 69 eagle of &tick of 17.4' (CL = 0.77) the area has spread forward 8t 
thetipto nearlythe leading edge andinboardatthe tr8iUng edge to 
at least the &I-percent spase station, 
=*3O, 

Above &z1 angle of attack of 
the lift curve of the section at the gO-percent span station 

(fig. 12) tends toward the rounded lift curve Qpicsl. of section lift 
curves xbere trailfng-edge separation is occurring. There is no evi- 
dence of ati-flow sepsx8tion at the leading edge (fig. 9) qp to,en 
8ngle of attsck of 17.4' (CL = 0.n). The pressure coefficients near 
the leading edge (fa. 13) show steady increases negatively, with 
increasing lift coefffcient, 8nd the tufts show smooth flow except Fn 
the are8 discussed previously where trafling-edge sepexation prevails. 
Above 8 lift coefficient of 0.7, the air flow separated near the lead- 
fng edge 8s indicated by the sharp decresse Fn pressure coefficients 
andbythe tuft action. The occurrence of this fcmu of separation 
defines the maximum section lift coefficient at each of the sections 
(e.g., fig. 12, 9S&rcent sp8nxLse section czlnasc = 0.88 at 8n angle 
of attack of 17.4O). 

It is of Interest to note th8t although legafng-edge separation' 
occurred nees the design lift coefficient at 3&e outboard sections, the 
sepsration did not,progress to the inboard sections rmtfi much higher 
lift coefficients. This would seem to indicate that the flow of the 
boundary-layer 85r toward the tip of the highly swept wing scted as a 
n8tmxlboundasy-l8yer controlfor.the fnbo8rd sections, thus allowing 
the sections to go to higher lift coefficients-than anticipated, It 
x&8 therefore considered 1Lkely that the chordwIse extent of suctfon 
could be less thes that indicated by two-dimensional theory at 8ll 
sections inboszd of the critiml outboard area. 
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Flow quantity requirements.- Ihe flow coefficient required to 
obtain 8 lift coefficient of 0.77 with no leadFng-edge separation w8s 
0.0034. Tests were made with considerably higher flow coefficients 
than 0.0034, but the pressure distributions snd the tuft studies indT- 
c&ted no effect on the initial occurrence of air-flow separation at 
the outbo8rd sections. The chordwise extent of suction at these sec- 
tions was thus indicated to be correct for the design conditions. It 
is possible that the forwar d progression of‘the bound8ry of the sep- 
asated air-flow sX'e&frOm-the trailing edge maybe 8 f&C-&r limit- 
the m8xWum section lift rather than the chordtise extent of suction. 
From the tuft-study observation, however, it appeared that this Mmit 
would be at 8 somewh8t higher lift coefficient than 0.77. 'Ihe value 
of 0.0034 is somewhat greater than 10 times the theoretic8l value of 
0.00030 shown in figure 14l for a wing lift coefficient of 0.7'7. Some 
of the difference ti the vs.l.ues of'the flow coefficient required meri- 
men- and the value of 10 times theory that was anticipated can 
probably be attributed to the variation of the porous materisl thick- 
ness at the outbo8rd 15 percent of the span. However, it is apparent 
that 8 major psrt of the reduction in flow coefficient from &pPrOXi- 
llrately 25 times theory to 10 times theory, which xas the aim of this 
investigation, was resU.zed. In both the present and the previous ph8Se 
of the bmestigation, the minimum.&fective suction-air Velocities near 
the lea- edge have been about 10 times the values determined by the 
theory of Ttmaites, 8s 8pplied in reference 1. It is believed the fol- 
loting facts account for some of the discrepancy between theoretical 
and ex;perWental flow quantities. The theory 8ssumes 8 cOntbuous~ 
porous material of ideal smoothness, whereas the porosity of the 
material used in the study was achieved by means of closely spaced 
holes 8nd the surface was not ideally smooth. The magnitude of the 
distance between the holes, the hole size, and the roughness were of 
the order of tie boundary-lsyerthickness and it 1s quite likely that 
each factor contrfbuted significantly to increasing the required suction- 
air velocities. 

m 

. . 

1 

T 

-_ 

In considerfng further means of reducing the flow quantities 
requSred, 8n examination has been m&e of the lfmftations imposed by 
maintaining equal suction-air velocities at all chordwise points. 

% should be noted that the theoretical flow-coefficient curve w8s 
determined using the method af Thw8ites [reference 2) but with the 
use of the extr&pOlated chord@e velocity distributions of refer- 
ence 1. This gave higher values of flow coefficient than determined 
in reference luhere theoretically calculated pressure distribution8 

'were used to determtie the flow coefficient. & 

. 
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A different snd seemingly loglc8l condition would be to b,8ve the 
suction-8ti velocities vary as 8 function of the 8dverse chordwise . 
pressure grsdient, me suction-sir velocities would theu vary from 
the required v8lue ne8r the leading edge, which would be a maximum, 
to aminimmvalue attiheaftedge oftheporous ope&ng. Tests of 
this variatiofi of suction-air velocities were not possible due to the 
construction of the leadfng-edge portions of the wing. A method of 
determining this possible optimum chordwise distribution of suctiou- 
air velocities is discussed in the appendix and is based on the theory 
of SchZichtiug (reference 3). 

Wing WLth Chokdxise Ekbent of Are8 Suction 
far Lift Coefficients of 0.68 aud 0.59. 

'S3ests were made with the chordxise extent of area suction for 
design wing lift coefftiients of 0.68 aud 0.59 (confLg~zr8tions B 81@ C) 
aswellas forthe des~wFngl~tcoefficientof0.77(conffgura- 
tion A) discussed &eviously. !Ihe s8me variation of porous material 
thiclmess w8s used in these tests as w8s used for 8 design wing lif% 
coefficient of 0.77. Therefore, the flow coefficients can only be 
qualitativelyc~8redwiththe~tfcalvalues since for eachlift 
coefficient the theoretical chordtise variation of parous material 
thicImess should be somewhat different. 

For the SeVeral coufigmations,~ f-15 indicates that no Large 
changes in the r8te of drag rise or in the movement of the 8ewc 
center occurredbefore the design lift coefficients were reached, The 
large vsri8tions In dmg and pitching moment were caused by the separa- 
tion of the air flow at the leading edge, 88 was the c&se for the 
design lift coefficient of 0.7'7 discussed previously. 

Flow quantity requirements.- Theflowcoefficieutusedfor each 
configuration was the minimumv8l.ue thatcouldbe employedwithno 
occurrence of leading-edge 83x-flaw separ8tion trp to the design lift 
coefficient. Ikge increases iu the flow coefficient fn each case had 
no effect on the inftlal occurrence of sep8rstion at the crLtica3. out- 
board sections. %.erefore, for the three desigu lift coefficients, 
the initial occurrence of separation wm controlled by the chordxise 
extent of are8 suction at the outboard sections provided thst suffic%ent 
suction-air velocities were avalzable. The flow coefffcients requJred 
for the three design Uft coefficients axe comp8red iu the folloxLng 
table to 10 tlnres the theoretical value shown in figure 14: 

. 
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I Designlfft Flow coefficient 
I 

Flow coefficient 
coefficient 10 times theory required experimentLIly I 

CL = 0.59, config. c 0.0015 0.0016 
CL = .68, Config. B .0022 l 26 
CL = .n, Co&Q-A .0030 .0034 

Figure 16 shows the variation with 8ngle of attack of the le8dIng- 
edge pressures at the w-percent sp8mise section for the opti3Imn con- 
figur8tion discussed in reference 1 and for the three configurations 
discussed in thjs report. For the c&se of'reference 1, the decrease 
in the rate of pressure rise indic8ting separation occurred at angle 
of attack of about go with 8 flow coefficie& of O.Oa29; whereas with 
configur8tion C of this investigation and a much lower flow coefficient, 
0.0016, the decrease did not occur until an angle of attack of s$proxi- 
mtely 13O. For the Other tW0 COnfigW&ticYnS (B and A Of this inVeSti- 
gation), the decrease in the rate of pressure &Lae occurred at angle of 
8tWck of about &!j" and 170, respectively. I 

Wing With Chordwise Ektent of Area Suction 
Reduced at the Inboard Sections 

As noted previously, emrimnt indicated that the chordwise 
extent of are8 suction was larger than nedessarg at the sections 
inboard of the critical sxea neaythe tip. The extent of sxe8 suction 
at the inboard sections w8s reduced to 8pproxi~mtely 50 percent of the 
v8lue deter&r& theoretically for 8 wing lift coefficient of 0.59 
(COnfigU3?8tiOn D, fig, 3). The 8erodymmic characteristics of this 
configur8tion 8re cox&mred to those of configmation C in figure 17. 
!&e'effeCtS of le&ding-edge'Separ&tiOn in either c8se are not evident 
until.8 lift coefficient of.O.59 (a = 13.3O). Sep8r8tion then pro- 
gresses sp8nwise more rapidly in the case of configuration D. 3311s is 
shown by the variation of pressure coefficient near the le8ding edge 
with 8ngle of attack (fig. 18) for the two configurations tested. 

The flow coefficient required with the reduced chordwise extents 
of are8 suction 8t the inboard section was 0.0013, which is less tian 
the value of 0.0016 required with the extent of porous smf8ce for 
co?3figur8tion c. 8 
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Wing With Are& Suction Used in Conjunction 
With Deflected !Qxfling-Edge Flaps 

A brief investig8tion was made in an effort to find the effective- 
ness of area suction when used in con.junction with 8 6C-percent-span 
trailing-edge split flap. The chordwise extent of area suction was 
the S8me 8s for 8 design lift Coefficient Of 0.77 (COnfigLZ8tiOn A). 
The serodynamic characteristics are shonnInfigurel9for the wing 
with the flap deflected both with and without are8 suction. For a 
flow coefficient of 0.0033 which was the maximum tha$ could be used, 
the drag,pitc.hingmoment, andthepressure distributions showthat 
the effects Of leading~dge air-flow Sep8r8tiOn were delayed from &bout 
a lift coefficient of 0.40 to 8 lift coefficient of 0.80. 

!&e section lift curves 8nd the pressure distributions in&k8te 
that there w&s 8 considerable csrry-over oflo8ding to the unfl8pped 
portion of-the wing. Al$hough the end of the f&p nas at 60-percent 
span, there was an increment of section lift carry-over of &bout 0.15 
at w-percent span 8s may be seen in figme 20. Ihe le8ding-edge 
pressure coefficients (fig. 2l) at the go-percent sp8nwise section 
show that separation occurred at the leading edge-at 811 angle of attack 
of about 18O with no flap deflection and st an angle of att8ck of about 
l&O with the flap deflected. !Ihe minimum pressure in each c8se is 
nearly equ8l. The initial occurrence of sepsration on the wing with 
the flap deflectedwas in the s8me sre88s without the flap deflected. 

c0EGus10NS 

, . 
The following conclusions were derived from the results of the 

xind-tunnel investigation of area suction with controlled suction-air 
velocities applied in the region of the leading edge of the 63O swept- 
back wing: 

1. Are8 suction was effective-in delayiug the occurrence of 
le8ding-edge tiir-flow separstion from 8 lift coefficient of 0.25 to 8 
design lift coefficient of 0.77. 

2. The improvements made in the dr8g and pitching-moment chsrac- 
teristics were effected with consider8bl.y lower values of flow coeffi- 
cient with uniform suction-air velocities than with uniform porosity. 

3s The chordwise extents of srea suction required at the outboard 
sections of -the wingwre ingoodagreementwith thepredictedvalues. 
However, at the sections inboard of the critical outboard 87x8, con- 
siderably less extent of suction was required th8n ~88 predicted. 
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4. Are8 suction was effective in controlling le8ding-edge 
Separ&tiOn when Used with 8 partial-s+ tra~-edge split flap. 

&JES AerOII8UtiC8l. Labor&tory 
N&tioY,kL A&iSOry Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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ADMTtONAL CONS- ONS ON TEE 

C!RDmSE DISI!RIB~ONOF SUCTION 

The porous leadUg edge of the model tested in this Investigation 
was designed to give constant suction-Elir velocities &t 8IL chordwise 
points at 8 given spsnwise st8tion. Itwas foundth&t separstion could 
be delaged'on the 63O swept-b8ck wing with lower flow requirements tb&n 
for the surface of consts.n,t porosity used Fn the investigation of ref- 
erence 1. The question arises as to ether adaition81 reduction ti 
the flow requWnts might be ti by further reduction fn the suction- 
&*velocities 8long the aftportions of theporouslesdingedge. FYoU 
physical consider&tions such 8 distrLbution of suction-air velocitg 
should still be Capable of preventing separation SFnce the adverse 
pressure gradients which the boundary layer must overcom ere highest 
nesr thele&dIngedge. 

In reference 3, Schlich-Hng outlines 8n approximate theoretic&l 
method for the mlculatfon of the growth of the l8min&rboundsryl&yer 
on two-dJmension&l profiles with arbitrary distzibutions of suction- 
8fr velocity. Schlichti@s method is essentially an extension of the 
Kw-Polhsusen method for &n wem&ble emface to include the 
effects of suction.or blaring through 8 porous surf8ce. %he method is 
based on the mmentum equation for the l&min&r boundsxy l&yer on 8 
porous surf8ce. 

u'@+ (28+6*) u-uw&J 2.G ax ax 0 aS0 
(1) 

and assumed bow--layer velocity profiles of the form (eqUatiOn 10, 
reference 3) 

where 

9’ z 
61 

me&SuTe Of the IKmdime~iOnal boundary-layer thickness 

K form psurmeter of the velocity profiles 
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The quantity K is a function of both the pressure distribution and 
the suction4r velocity. This family of velocity profiles when used 
with the mmntum e results in the first-order, nonlinear dif- 
ferential equation equathn 30, referenke 3) 

where 

x*cps F nondimensional src length along the airfoil surface 

6" displacement thickness r r O” (1 - $)Wl,feet 
8 momentum thickness 

* wJ/uo) k=Z &G .. 

WO * 
f- 

.._ 
kl=-- 

UO 
R 2 

r 

i 

, 

-. 
.--___ 

._.. -..... _.. *.. 
---.- 

The functiqn G(k,kl) is rather complicated. However, it has been 
plotted and tabulated in figure 6 and table 3 of reference 3 so that 
the integration of equation 3,by the isocline method (reference 4) is 
not difficult. -. 

In reference 3, an example is calculated to obtaFn the growth of 
the laminar boundsry layer over an airfoil with untiorm suction applied. 
The problem of more practical Mterest, however, is somewhat different 
from these examples in that the suction applied at the porous surface 
is the mown, and it is desired to calculate the distribution of 
suction-air velocity that .is fust sufficient to keep the boundary layer 
from separating. This problem can be solved by the same method with 
the following considerations. The value of k at separation Is equal 
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to -0.072l. Schlichtlng sugg&sts %hat k = 4.0682 be used as an 
index of separation because colnputatiorlsl difficulties are encountered 
as thevalue of k = 4.072l Is approached, lIfie value of Zs* repre- 
senting'went separation can be calculated from 

*= zs. -0.0682 
aMJo) /ax” 

sfnce, for any given profile, the velocity gradient a(u/uo) 
ax* is known 

as a function of +. The curve -Zs* -f'(9) is plottedonthe isocline 
plot and represents a boundary &Lzh the curve @ = f(x*) for the 
boundary layer may approach but not cross if separation fs to be avoided. 
The computation is begun at the stagnation point and is performed in the 
corrventfonal manner for the region of pavorable gradient tiere no sue- . 
tion is needed, as shown in reference 3. As the curve Z* = f(x*) 
approaches the region of adverse velocitg WadTents the slope of tie 
curve, dZ*/&@, is chosen so that the separattion boundary is avoided. 
Then G(k,k=) can be obtained from equation 3. Ben, since k is 
known, th& value of the suction parameter k, can be obtained from the 
plot of G(k,k=) against k and k, (fig. 6 of reference 3). This pro- 
cedure is continued to the.chordtise station where no suction is needed. 
When the isocline cwutation is completed, values of Z* and kl w3U 
be Imown at a series of pofnts on the airfoil; from these the ~orre-~ 
spending suction-air velocfties can be calculatzd from 

The method Just butlined is~limited to two-ainrensional flows, but 
msy be appalled to a swept wing by the use of the principles of the 
s2qple sweep theory as used in reference 1. Thisapproachwasusedto 
estimate the chordwise distribution of suction-air velocity necessary 
to avold separation at the w-percent span station of the 63O swept- 
back wing at a wing lift coefficient of 0.77. BE resulting suction- 
air velocity distribution is shown in figure 22. me results indicate 
-that the suction-air velocities required near the leading edge are much 
yEor than those a short distance aft. (The horizontal line at 

= 0,012 is tie suction-air velocity caLxiLated by We method 
o! reference 2 and is included for coz~~arfso& At the leading edge 
the suction-air velocity calculated by Schlichting's method Is approx%- 
matelythreetlroes this value.) The calculatfonswere stoppedat 
x/c = 0.06 since it was known from the results of the test that no 
suction was needed aft of this point. 
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In employing the method of reference 3 to calculate the suction- 
air-velocity distribution, it was found that suction was necessary ahead 
of the minimum pressure-point. (See fig. 22.) The highest suction-air 
velocities for which this theory is valid are limited to values of 
wo/Uo which are of the order of magnitude of 6/c. -These velocities 
are considerably less than those used. in the present investigation ' 
wherein unseparated flow was maintained without suction applied ahead 
of the leading edge. 

Figure 23 pr.esents a comparison at the 90.percent span station of 
three pOBs+bl& chordwise suction-air velocity distributions having the 
same critical suction-air velocity at the leading edge. The upper curve 
represents the distribution that would. have been obtained from the wing 
of reference 1 if it.had been taken to a lift coefficient of 0.77. 
The horizontal line at wo/Uo = 0.12 is approximately the experimental 
suction-air velocity diBtribUtiOn for the model used in this report. 
The lowest curve is that of figure 22 multipliedby a factor 80 that 

the suction-air velocity at the leading edge corresponds to that 
required experimentsjiy. Assuming that these curves are.typical of 
the suction-air velocity requirements on the rest of the wing span, it 
appears that, by reducing the suction-air velocities aft of the leading 
edge, a considerable saving in flow coefficient and power requirements 
should be obtained. 

-w x-- 

. -. f ..; 
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TABLE I. - IDCATION OF.PFESSURE ORlXLCES 

Spanwise position of orifices ' 
measuredperpendicularto 

planeofsymmetry 

Station number Percent semi- 
span 

1 2 g 
? 60 

75 
5 90 

Chordwise positions of orifices 
on upper and lower surfaces at 
each statfon, measured in per- 
cent of the stresswise chord 

Orifice number Percent chord 

15 
16 
17h 
18 
19 
201 
213 

0 
-25 
.50 

1.0 
1.5 
2.5 

; :,' 
7.5 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 

E 

2,” 
70.0 
80.0 

g:: 
97.5 

80n station 1, orifice 5 on the upper surface, inoperative T -- - 
bon station.1, orifice 6 on the upper surface, inoperative 
COn station 2, orifice 7 on the upper surface, inoperative 
tin stations 1 and 5, orifice 8 on upper surface, inoperative; 

on all stations, orifice 8 on the lower surface was omitted 
eon stations 4 and 5, orifice 9 on upper surface imperative 
fOn statLon 1, ortiice 10 on upper surface, inoperative; 

on station 3, upper surface orifice 10 was located at X2-percent chord 
Qn station 1, orifice ll on upper surface, inoperative 
4$ s>zon z, orifice 17 on upper surface, inoperative 

nsa on orifice 20 on lower surface, imperative 
Jon station 5: orifice 21 on lower surface, inoperative C 
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A// dimensiarts in feef 
unless ofherwib nofecf. 

. . 

Area 
Fuse&g8 

lS7eness to& 
Ruocs uf 

IVRGA 64AOO6 
2083 sq ff 

figure /.-Geomefnb chorucferisfics of the 63” swept-back 

wing wifh fuseloge. 



Figwe 2.- ‘Ibe 630 mqt-back wing with fueehge mounted in the Ames 40~ by So-foot vlnd tumel, ’ z- 
rtll 

I . . , , 8 

__ . . . ^ ..- 
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- 
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bA 

ngUre 3.-Schematic dkhg Of the extenl of pofvu9 area used in various conh@umtions. 
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0 SO I.0 /so 
Woo/ felt ‘length, I, inches 

211 

Figure 4. - Thickness vmi7fion of fhe woo/ fe/f for fhe five 
spunwise groups of fe/fs used for fhe porous /eading 
edge of the 63 O swepf-buck wing. 
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24G 
. 

0; 
0 / 2 $ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2 Sucfion-air wefoc/fu,ru, , feef per second 

figure 5 .- Cdibrai~on of suction-uii vefocr’tes fof the 
porous mesh sheet 6uckqd with wufious fh/ckness 
of wo/ felt mutefkd. 
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.OS 

~ Sptmdse station 
Py/b 

I 030 

e 8 -43~ I 
0 

.04 / I ,/ 
/ / 0 

.03 I 0 // 0 
/ / 4’ 

0’ / 0’ 
.02 1 / A 

/- 
0 

-0 ./ .2 .3 .4 3 .6 .7 .8 .9 IO 
Lift coefficient, CL 

Figwe 6 .- Estimofions of the chofdwise extent of 
urea suction reqdfed to mrrr’nfuh unsepo fated 
f/ow on. the 63” swpf-bdlck wing. 

. 

. 
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Figure 7?The uerodynamtc charoctefhtics of the bask 63’ swept-back rr/ng. 
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Orofl uvfficient, Co Pitchiing-moment coefficient, C, 

-4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 32 
Angle of otfock, a, deg 

F&e 8 . - The effect of o&ytig orea suction with the suction- oir vefociitis u,oximate& equof at 
off cMdwi&e poh~ts on the owodm chorocteristics of the 63. swept-bock wing. R = 5.2 x 10”. 

. l 
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Unffuggged symbos hdfcufe 
upper suffme. 

Fmgged symbols hdicafe 
foief surfiuce. 

figufe 9 . - Chordwise pressure disfribuf ion of fh e 

63” swepf-bock wing with ufeo sucfion. con - 
figumfion A. CpoO.OO.34. 
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Y % . 
h . . * 

Unf/ugged sym&o/s hdicofe 
UpPer swfuce. 

Fhgged symhfs indicufe 
/o#w surfme. 

I 

., 

-. 

Tja&7 .---yc 

Ghor dwise sfufion, x/c 

(b) ~~8.2 O 

Figwe 9 . - Continued. 
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Symbo / x/e P 

A 0 ~-14.6 
A .mm 79.9 
b 0 43 
a .ms 73.4 
b -11.4 

Unffugged symbols hdicufe 
upper surface. 

flagged symbols in&cute 
kw s&ace. 

.6 .8 
Ghordwise sfafian, w/e 

(c/ a=1-2.3~ 
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sytnbd XAZ P 
. 

0 0 -14.6 
A 0 -16.3 
A &X5 -M.6 
B 0 -i4.7 
a .002S 45.6 
b .cmso -43.3 

Untkgged symbos indicuie 
upper surf ace. 

Flogged symbols indicate 
/omf surfuce. 

Chardwise static, x/c 

figW8 9 . - Continued. 
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-ffi 

-9 

-8 

-3 

-d 

-1 
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P 

kS.7 
-18.7 
-PI-o 
49.0 
44.5 
48.5 
-192 
-/62 
-f3/ 

Unflugged symboh indkuie 
upper surface. 

Flagged symbofs indicate 
/her s&ace. 

Chordwise s#ofion, x/c 

Figure 9 . - CO&inu8d. 
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-/I 

4 

-5 

-3 

-2 

-I 

0 

/ 

0 -t8.2 
.cws -14.6 

0 do.9 
0 leg.8 

as?5 -199.8 
.uu5u -15.9 
.0085 --/I.2 

0 -19.7 
.0085 l20.8 
4050 -/7.0 

LhfYbgged symbols indfcute 
*per swfuce. 

Flagged symbots indkute 
kwf suffme. 

FicJW8 9 -Continued. 

- 
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x/z: P 

0 -22.0 
do25 -17.6 

0 -23.3 
a?25 --II .6 
.0025 44.5 

0 -23.3 
JO25 --/5.0 
.0050 N2.6 

0 a.0 
.OU25 40.0 
.uoso d6.6 
.W25 44.6 

Unt7ogged symbok indicuie 
upper surface. 

Flagged symbols indicate 
/obmr sudnce. 

Chordwise stution, x/c 

(9) a=f8.4* 
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. 

X/c 

0 
0 

.m2s 
.a050 
.002s 

0 
SO25 
.m5u 
.0095 

0 
.#25 

0 
.m25 
a50 
-5 

P 

--I75 
46.6 
d9.0 
-a7 
-f5.I 
la5 
o-16.8 
-13.6 
-/$.I 
4l.f 
OH.0 
432 
-f6.8 
-16.d 
43.I 
-J2.i 

i&Wgged m&a& indicafe 
upper sufftxe. 

Flagged symbols hdicafe 
lowr surfuct?. 

c 

I 1 Chordwise sfafi~~~ -K/c 

(h/ a=pO.4 * 

- 

Figur 8 9 . - Continued. 
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0 
.0025 
-0025 

0 
.OO25 
.0025 
.0050 

0 
DO25 

0 
a25 
.ms 
.OU25 

P 

-23.8 
-2Z5 
-16.7 

46.3 
-2U.8 
-16.0 
-14.6 
473 
-13.7 
-16.2 
-15.2 
--If.5 
-12.4 

Unffugged synbok indktite 
upper surface. 

fibgged symbok indicate 
/onw suffke. 

Chordwise stofirwr, x/c 

(i) a=24.5* 
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--- 

----0.50 
--- 

t x/l I I I I I t I 

. 

2 4 6 8 . 10 12 14 16 /8 20 22 
Ang/e of uttuck, a, deg p@J7--~ .j ..- ‘---, 

Figwe /O. - Vufhtioff of pressure coefficient with angle of 
UttUCk Ut fOUf ChOfdWiS8 /OCUfiOi7S Uf 90 = p e f C 8 nt 
spun on the 63* swept- buck wing with the upp/i- 
cfftion of ufeu suction. Configurfftion A. C, * 00034. 
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A& strewn 
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a 8 I24.38 * 
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A, stmom 
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Spunwise sfafion 

0.30 
0*45--------- 

0.60 I-- 1 
0.75 - 

0.90 

12 20 24 28 
Angle of offack, a, deg 

. 

Figure /2.- Section /iff curves of fhe 63O swepf- 

wing wifh ureu suction upp/ied. Configuration A, 
CQ = 0.0034. 
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-24 
2y/b X/C 

-22 

-60 0 ----- 
-20 -Pm 

-30 0 --- 
-/8 

-16 

“0 .I .2 3 .4 .ii .6 I .8 .9 LO- /./ 
Lift coefficient, CL 

Figure 13 .-Vuriution of pressufe coefficient wifb /lit coef- 
Ccienf near the /euding edge of the 63O swept-buck 
wing uf four sponwise sections wifb fbe upphic~fion of 
urea suction. Con figurufion A _ c, = 0.0034. 

. 
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Theory of rafemcs 2 Theory of rafemcs 2 
\ / 

3 

Lift 

4 .5 .6 

efficient, CL 

Figwe /4.- Theoretical flow coefficit9nfs as 0 function 
of liff coeffkiefit for fhe 63” swept-bock wing. 
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.- 
0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .I2 .a7 w 0 -m -08 -.f2 

Drag CtwfMnd, co Pitch&-moment cwffkient,ci, 
-4 0 4 8 C I6 20 24 28 .X? *’ 

Angle of ottock,a, Ig 

F&?uru (5 ,- Tim effect of a#)m are0 suciti wiH, tie suctrbn- off v&withes app#xinwte(y etwl at I# 

chord&e pot?& av the o6vvdymmk charocterlstics of several configufotions of the 63’ swept- 

back wing. R-dPXl0s. 
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. 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 /4 /6 H 20 

Angfe of attuck, a, deg 

Figure /6 .- Variation of pressure coefficient at 02%per- 

cenf chord und go-percent spun station with 

angle of attack for four oonfigurafions of ofea 

suction. 
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-“O/g / LO, 

I I I I I 

0 ./ .? .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .I2 .c@ .04 0 34 -.@I 712 

Drag coefflc~t, cg Pitching -moment toe f ftird, ii& 

-4 0 4 8 I2 /6 20 24 28 s? 

AI@ of attack, II , deg 

FWe 17 ,-The effect of reducing Ibe clrcardwise extent of area suction at th lnboord sections of 
the mbg on the m@m& cAarac#ehhks of tie 63O SW&~& w&g. ConfijWation D. i?&?XfOb 
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Angfe of attack, a, deg 

Figure 18.9 Vuriufiun of pressure coefficient near /eudinq 
edge ut sevem/ s,ounw/'se sechons for configumf/bns 
c und D. 

. 
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.- 0 .I .2 .J .4 .5 .6 .I2 128 04 0 924 -.m 712 7s -20 
Dros -t,, Pit&&g-nwnW coefl%xW, C, 

-4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 28 
At@8 of attack, a, deg 

Figure lg.- Ths effect of area sucttw~ apptlmflon on the aerodynamk chm of tM 63. srmpt- 

back wing w/th a trailing-e&e split flap deflected dam, 453. RG2xIOs 

4 



4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 
Angie of af fad, a, deg 

Figwe 20 .- Secfion hff coefficienf cufves uf 
fhe go-pet c e n f spunwise secfion wifh und 
wifhouf u fruihng- edge sp/if flap fo 60 - 
percent spun on the 63O swepf-&a& wing. 
Area sucfion upphed. 
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-18 

-f6 . 

2 4 6 8 f0 f2 f4 f6 f8 20 - 
Ang/e of uffuck, Q, d8g 

Figwe 2 f . - Vufiufion of pressure coefficient , wifh 
Ungi8 Of UffUCk Uf 0.25 perCent chord uf 90- 

percent spun for the 63” swept-buck wing with 
und wtihouf u spfif ffup and wifh ~1184 sucfion. 

. 
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.050 1 I I I I 
Method of reference 3 

------Method of reference 2 

.0/o 

.005 

If I I I I I I I 

-.02 -.o/ 0 .o/ .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 

Chordwise s f &ion, x/c. Neguf f ve vufues indf’cute 

/OW8f SUffUC8. 

F/gun9 22.- Theof ficd chofdwise disfribufion of 
suction-u/i wefocity for fhe 9thpefcenf spqn 
sfufion of fhe a0 swept -buck wing uf 4 fiff 
coefficief7f of 0.77. 
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.2P 

.2G 

./8 

.f6 

.-/4 

./O 

.U8 

.a? 

-04 

-02 

TypiCUi distfibu f/on obfuiffed with Q 
suffuce huving constant pofosify. 

Typicof design disffibution for 

invesligfffion of this repof t. 

/- Disfribufion hy the method of ref. 3 

woOUo near the leoding edge. 

0 .O/ -02 .03 .04 -05 .as -07 
Chordwise sfation, x/c. 

Figure 23 .- compurkon of fhree chordwise dis- 

ffibufions of sucfion-tiif ve/ocity for equui 

fequifed velocities new the leuding edge. 
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